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THE ARTIST
Bernd Eischeid (born 1977 in Cologne, Germany) is an artist,  

drag queen and performer whose work consistently challenges  

the perception of gender and identity.

Working prolifically since early 2010 in Vienna, Eischeid – especially 

as his drag alter ego Dutzi Ijsenhower – is a key personality of the  

Viennese queer scene. Ijsenhower made a name for herself in the 

queer underground as part of the Rhinoplasty Collective and the  

host of Vienna’s biggest queer Party GenderCrash. She co-created 

the notorious drag party Klub Mutti before coming into her own at  

her bimonthly drag event Club H.Ø.D.. Here Ijsenhower brought  

Drag Queens, Faux Queens, boylesque performers and singers on 

stage for an extravaganza of wit, talent and cutting edge performance. 

No subject, no tabu, no political event were spared. 

Ijsenhower’s regular performances at Imagetanz, ImpulsTanz or  

ViENNALE Film Festivals are known for his unique style of drag as 

well as her sharp-witted delivery. She draws upon a wide range of 

visual und cultural references, oscillating between club kid culture,  

lip sync and art performances. 

In recent years photography became an integral part of Eischeid’s 

artistic expression.
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PoRTRAIT SERIES
In the photo series FAUX KINGS, Bernd Eischeid 

uses his body as canvas for a queer interpratation of 

his newly discovered royal ancestry. Through the  

contemporary redition of historic portraits and  

representations Eischeid examines themes of personal 

origins and heritage.

As the author of his family history, he takes a clear 

stand: Karl Martell, celebrated by right-wing extremists 

as the saviour of the christian West, becomes a S&M 

poster boy. Or the saint patron of brewers Arnulf von 

Metz becomes a drunk clown with a halo made of 

beer cans. 

Through the combination of different disciplines: 

costume design, make-up and meticulous research, 

he broadens hegemonic narratives of power with a 

personal, queer perspective.

#17 Karl Martell
Photograph, 80cm x 100cm 
2018

#14 Arnulf of Metz
Photograph, 80cm x 100cm 
2018

#19 Charlemagne
Photograph, 80cm x 100cm 
2018

#21 Bernhard of Italy
Photograph, 80cm x 100cm 
2018

#20 Ludwig the Pious
Photograph, 80cm x 100cm 
2018
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THE EXHIbIToN
Eischeid and the curator Ewa Stern  

trans-formed a street art gallery into a copy 

of a room at one of the famous European art  

history museums. To achieve the ”Kunstkam-

mer” look the white walls were painted dark 

and two original museum vitrines on loan 

from Natuhistrosches Museum Wien were 

filled with royal insignia – the props Eischeid 

made for the portraits. These were paired 

with caligraphed family tree and a flag with 

a heraldic flag representing the artist and his 

five ancestors.

They also produced an exhibition catalog, 

which copied the style of Kunsthistorische 

Museum Wien.

Finally, the exhibition was accompanied by a 

series of events such as a workshop, an artist 

talk, a guided tour and a performance.  

A potent pill of attractions, which no museum 

nowadays dares to leave out of their pro-

gramme.
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#17 Karl Martell
Photograph, 80cm x 100cm 
Carbon Print on Paper
2018

2
#19 Karl der Große
Photograph, 80cm x 100cm 
Carbon Print on Paper
2018

3
#14 Arnulf von Metz
Photograph, 80cm x 100cm 
Carbon Print on Paper
2018

4
#20 Ludwig der Fromme
Photograph, 80cm x 100cm 
Carbon Print on Paper
2018

5
#21 Bernhard von Italien
Photograph, 80cm x 100cm 
Carbon Print on Paper
2018

6
5 Kings & a Queen
Heraldic Flag 
Fabric, Plastic, Paper
2019
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oPENING
The opening of FAUX KINGS was a performative  

interpretation of a typical visit to a Museum of Art 

History. Each and every visitor got counted by a 

clicker and was followed with stern eyes of security 

guards. Only if one kept the safe distance to the 

artworks one avoided being harshly reprimanded by 

overzealous custodians of this make believe museum.

No visit to a museum is complete without a stop at 

the gift shop. A small counter was build next to the 

exit, where one could purchase typical museum  

merchandise like posters, postcards, and art prints.

To add to the pomp Georg Prügger, from Kunsthalle 

Wien, was invited to delivered a proper laudation.

EVENT 01 opening

DATE April, 29th 2019 6pm - 10pm



DRAG GUIDED ToUR UND ARTIST TAlK
Drag queen and Viennese celebrity “Tiefe Kümmernis” brought her 

knowledge of art history and her experience as a tour guide to the  

FAUX KINGS. She gave one of her famous art tours in drag, an  

event one can only witness in established Viennese art museums:  

KHM, mumok or Albertina.

Afterwards the artist talk and Q&A session with Bernd Eischeid  

delivered insight to his art process.

EVENT 02 Drag Guided Tour und Artist Talk

DATE May, 2nd 2019 6pm - 10pm
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PCCC
Widely popular stand-up-comedians of Vienna’s first queer 

comedy Club PCCC (Politically Correct Comedy Club) were 

invited to share their thoughts and jokes about the concept of 

family.

The exhibitions intimate setting as well as the personal connection 

between comedians (Veza Maria Fernandez, Armin Rosenberg, 

Josef Jöchl und Denice Bourbon) and the artist Bernd Eischeid 

 created an emotional evening for everybody involved.

EVENT 03 STAND-UP CoMEDy 

DATE May, 3rd 2019 7pm - 9pm
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CRAP To CRowNS woRKSHoP
Having an educational mission of every museum  

in mind FAUX KINGS offered a crown making  

workshop. To give insight into Eischeid’s artistic 

process, the Rhinoplasty Collective (Anita 

Asfinag, Benita Buwog, as well as Dutzi  

Ijsenhower) taught the participants how to  

built their own headdress, using recycled and  

everyday objects.

EVENT 04 woRKSHoP  

DATE May, 4th 2019 3pm - 7pm
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FiniSSAGE & HiGH tEA

The closing event of FAUX KINGS was a get together open to all. The guests were regaled with 

home made scones with clotted cream at a royal high tea ceremony. Apart from snacks and tea  

the visitors were treated to the last tour of the exhibition conducted by the artist himself. 

EVENT 05 FINISSAGE & HIGH TEA

DATE May, 5th 2019 5pm - 8pm
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THE CURAToR
Ewa Stern is a film maker and an editor based in Vienna. For the 

past 12 years, she has been making short documentaries focused 

on art and culture, working with artists, museums  and art festivals. 

Her video portraits featuring Canadian artists (Shary Boyle, Michel 

de Broin, Valérie Blass) were purchased by the médiathèque of 

the Musée d’Art Contemporain à Montréal and were also shown 

at the RAFF Festival in Toronto and Calgary.  

On top of that, she has been organising and participating in 

numerous art events, exhibitions and performances. Since 2014, 

she has been the editor of the online platform WhenWhereWh.at, 

which promotes contemporary art and culture in Vienna. 

FAUX KINGS  was the first exhibition for which Stern had  

consciously taken on the role of a curator. 

THE PHoToGRAPHER
Gregor Hofbauer is a photographer based in Vienna, working  

for clients in the hospitality and creative industry, for local and 

international editorial publications as well as for artists shooting 

portraits and promotion material. His work takes him to destinations 

near and far, for example to document the Fire Island Artist  

Residency in New York, to travel by train between Cape Town and 

Johannesburg for Here Magazine or all over Europe to shoot hotel 

interiors for the Ruby Hotels Group. 

Ewa Stern, Bernd Eischeid, Gregor Hofbauer
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